
Sp�der Robot Assembly Gu�de





Set 
Contents



M3 Nut - 36 pcs.

M3x 6mm - 4 pcs.

M3x 10mm - 40 pcs.

M3x 12mm - 22 pcs.

Fasteners

* The dimensions of fasterners are 1/1  scale if this document printed in 

A5 booklet format.

These are the needed fastener components and their quantity for building 

your spider robot. a screwdriver that is compatible for 3mm bolts is needed

for assembling the components. additional screw’s  for servo motor mounting

and servo horns are included in their specific packages.
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Set contents - fasteners

M2 Nut - 3 pcs.

M2 x 15mm - 3 pcs.

M3x 10mm Spacer - 4 pcs.



SR02SR01

SR05

SR03

SR07

SR04

SR06
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Part list



SR12

SR10

SR08

SR09

SR11

SR13

SR14
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Assembling
Spider Robot
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Tuning up servo motors - with code 

http://rbt.�st/sp�derrobot



Örümcek Robot Kurulumu
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1

2

It �s not a problem �f the servo horn �s not the same as the angle shown �n the �mage above. 
Attach the servo horn to the servo motor, then slowly turn the servo horn clockw�se unt�l �t stops. 

The �mportant th�ng here �s that you have h�t the last note of the servo.

�f you want to learn about cal�brat�ng about servo motors. you can fallow these steps.

Attent�on !
Servo motors wh�ch �ncluded �n packages are already cal�brated however,

Remove the servo arm from the servo motor and repos�t�on �t perpend�cular to the servo motor as 
shown.

Slowly turn the servo horn counter clockw�se unt�l �t �s parallel w�th the servo motor, as seen �n 
the �mage. When th�s step �s fin�shed, �t means that the servo motor �s  �n the center pos�t�on. It �s 
�mportant that you apply th�s process to other servo motors �n the set. Afer process�ng the other 
motors, remove the servo horn and set as�de for assembly.

Tuning up servo motors - Manual 



Assembly steps

1

Servo Horn

SR01

Servo Horn Screw *Repeat this step three more �mes. 

Required components such as; servo
horn and its screws can be found inside 
the packages of servo motors.

Servo Horn

SR02
Servo Horn Screw

Required components such as; servo
horn and its screws can be found 
inside the packages of servo motors.

*Repeat this step three more �mes. 
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Assembly steps

3

*Repeat this step three more �mes. 
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SR03

M3 x 10mm 2pcs.

             SR02
( with Servo Horn a�ached )

SR04

M3 x Nyloc nut 2pcs.

*Make sure joints are not strict and
  moving freely on their axis.

M3 x Nyloc nut 2pcs.

SR05

Servo Motor

SR06

M3 x 10mm 2pcs.

*Complete this step three 
more �mes.



Assembly steps
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SR07

M3 x 10mm

M3 Nyloc nut

Complete the same step for
rest of the legs

Servo moun�ng screw

Connec�ng the servo motor 
to the front leg rota�on parts.

Complete the same steps
for the rest of the parts.



Assembly steps
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8

M3 x 10 mm 2pcs.

SR08

M3 Nuts 2pcs. 1 2

In order to make this connec�on easily we 
recommend placing the M3 Nuts first then
use the M3 x 12mm to �ghten it.

Complete the same step
three more �mes.

SR11

SR12

M3 Nuts 4pcs.

M3 x10mm 4pcs.

SR10 3pcs. 1

2

In order to make this connec�on
easily we recommend placing the
M3 Nuts first then use the 
M3 x 12mm to �ghten it.



Assembly steps
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M3 Nyloc Nut 

M3 x 10mm 

Complete the same step
three more �mes and 
make sure joints are not
strict and moving freely 
on their axis.

Connect the front leg 
rota�on part to the
main chasis.

M3 Nyloc Nut 2pcs. 

Servo Motor

SR06

M3 x 12 mm 2pcs.

SR09

Assemble the rest of the servo motors 
on the chasis.( SR09 )



Assembly steps
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12

M3 x 10 mm 4pcs.

M3 x Nuts 4 pcs.

1

2

In order to make this connec�on
easily we recommend placing the
M3 Nuts first then use the 
M3 x 12mm to �ghten it.

M3 x 12mm 2 pcs.

Servo moun�ng screw 

SR01 ( servo horn a�ached )

M3 Nuts 2pcs.

1 2

In order to make this connec�on easily we
recommend placing the M3 Nuts first then 
use the M3 x 12mm to �ghten it.

Apply the same steps for the rest 
of the rota�on parts.



Assembly steps
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14

M3 x 12mm 2pcs.

M3 nuts 2pcs.

SR13

As we did in previous steps, In order to make this
connec�on easily we recommend placing the 
M3 Nuts first then use the M3 x 12mm to �ghten it.

1 2

M2 x 15mm 2pcs.

Rubber flat washer 2pcs.

IR Module

M2 Nuts 2pcs.



Assembly steps
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16

M3 x 6mm Spacers 4pcs.

M3 Nuts 4pcs.

M3 x 6mm 4pcs. Uno R3 Board IO Expanding Shield



Assembly steps
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18

4 AA Ba�ery Housing

Servo Horn Moun�ng Screw 2pcs.
( Since the dimensions are similar, some 
of the le�over servo horn moun�ng screws
can be used for this step.)

SR14 2pcs.

As the final step of the Assembly,
you can put on the wiggle eye to 
prefered part
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Örümcek Robot Kurulumu
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Örümcek Robot Kurulumu

You can use the batter�es �ncluded �n the set by connect�ng them d�rectly to the 
sh�eld by �nsert�ng 
them �nto the 4-battery slot as seen �n the connect�on d�agram at the bottom. 
Because GP brand batter�es are of good qual�ty, they can g�ve very effic�ent voltage 
output. That's why the sp�der �s a pretty good power source for the robot.
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Örümcek Robot Kurulumu
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Yazılım Yükleme

http://rbt.�st/sp�derrobot
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Devre Kurulumu

http://rbt.�st/sp�derrobot
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